Candidate Evaluation of University Supervisor

University Supervisor: ___________________________ Date: __________________

Instructions:
Please evaluate the field supervision you received this semester by your Mount Saint Mary's University supervisor at the school site. Add any comments in the spaces below the rating scales.

- **The university supervisor provided meaningful supervision and feedback of the supervised teaching fieldwork.**
  - Completely: 4
  - Not at all: 1

- **The university supervisor assisted in communication with the cooperating teacher or school principal regarding supervised teaching requirements.**
  - Completely: 4
  - Not at all: 1

- **The university supervisor worked with the cooperating teacher and me for a successful teaching fieldwork experience.**
  - Completely: 4
  - Not at all: 1
  - (Student teachers only)

- **The university supervisor worked with me to schedule regular visits that allowed me to show progress throughout the semester.**
  - Completely: 4
  - Not at all: 1

Comments: